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                                                                   Chapters : Mansar Lake 
Read  The Following Key Points And Answer The Questions Below 

     Mansar Lake is situated at adistance of 62 Kms from the city of Jammu . it is surrounded by 
Hills that are rich in forests . The circumference of the lake is 04Kms . Mansar is a popular picnic 
spot in Jammu a part from being a holy site for the Hindus . The J&K tourism department has laid 
the lake with stones around it and developed path ways for the visitors who can also go for 
boating in the lake. 
          On the eastern bank of the lake their is a shrine of sheshnag a mythological snake with six 
heads . There are some ancient temples on the banks of the lake which are visited by devotees . 
Uma pati,Mahadev,Narsima and Durga temples are situated near the lake . 
          Mansar has also gained popularity among tourists with its rich flora and fauna . there is a 
wild life sanctuary near the lake which is famous for spotted Deer , Neelgai, water birds such as 
Cranes and Ducks . The presence of seasonal birds , tortoise and different species of fish add to 
the beauty of the lake  
 
Q1; At what distance is Mansar lake situated from the city of jammu ? 
Q2: Name the famous shrine situated on the bank of Mansar lake? 
Q3:Name the temples which are situated near Mansar lake? 
Q4:Name any five lakes of j&k  
Q5:Put the letters in the right order.(one has been done for you) 
 
                 estorf              forest 
                 butyea 
                 tuoirts 
                nauaf 
                loarf 
                eakl  
               dbir 
               eoplep 
               rasnam 
 
 
 Q6: Read the poem “All Things Bright and Beautiful” and answer the following questions  

I. Who has made all things well? 
II. How is God Almighty?    
 

Q7: Make a list of all Rhyming words in the poem “All Things Bright and Beautiful” 
 
     

 
 
 


